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Abstract: In Internet of things (IoT) millions of devices are intel-
ligently connected for providing smart services. Especially in in-
door localization environment, that is one of the most concerning
topic of smart cities, internet of things and wireless sensor net-
works. Many technologies are being used for localization purpose
in indoor environment and Wi-Fi using received signal strengths
(RSSs) is one of them. Wi-Fi RSSs are sensitive to reflection, re-
fraction, interference and channel noise that cause irregularity in
signal strengths. The irregular and anomalous RSS values, used in
a Wi-Fi indoor localization environment, cannot define the location
of any unknown node correctly. Therefore, this research has de-
veloped an outlier detection technique named as iF_Ensemble
for Wi-Fi indoor localization environment by analyzing RSSs us-
ing the combination of supervised, unsupervised and ensemble ma-
chine learning methods. In this research isolation forest (iForest)
is used as an unsupervised learning method. Supervised learning
method includes support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neigh-
bor (KNN) and random forest (RF) classifiers with stacking that
is an ensemble learning method. For the evaluation purpose accu-
racy, precision, recall, F-score and ROC-AUC curve are used. The
evaluation of used machine learning method provides high accu-
racy of 97.8 percent with proposed outlier detection methods and
almost 2 percent improvement in the accuracy of localization pro-
cess in indoor environment after eliminating outliers.

Index Terms: Internet of things, localization, outliers, outliers de-
tection.

I. INTRODUCTION

IDOOR localization is a process through which nodes of a net-
work obtain their location in indoor environments such as

smart homes, using smart devices. Localization, sometimes re-
ferred as positioning, self-organizing and geo location in the lit-
erature, is defined as the method of finding the specific location
of unidentified nodes [1]. A GPS based method has been used
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for localization but they are not applicable in indoor environ-
ment because of weak satellite signals [2]. Strength of satellite
signals decreases due to attenuation and scattering of signals by
roof, walls and other objects. These satellite signals can only be
used to attain precision in a definite range. Bluetooth, a short-
range wireless mobile ad-hoc network, is another technology
that is used for localization in indoor environment, but it is use-
ful only for short range. In contrast to GPS and Bluetooth based
methods, a better approach for localization in indoor environ-
ment is Wi-Fi using received signal strength indicator (RSSI). It
is standardized by IEEE 802.11 and also its hardware compo-
nents are pre-installed in most of the smart devices like smart-
phones, laptops etc.

The term outlier, also known as anomaly is originally taken
from the field of statistics [3]. Outliers can be raised because
of human error, machine error, mechanical faults and changes
in the behavior of system or may be due to natural deviance in
the environment. While outlier detection is the method of find-
ing patterns from a given set of data that significantly differs or
deviates drastically from the normal or average of the data set.
Outlier detection is defined as finding patterns in data that be-
haves unexpectedly [4]. Objective of outlier detection is to find
devices by their behavior that differs from the expected and pre-
viously observed in the field of IoT [5].

While in the case of Wi-Fi indoor localization environments,
outliers are irregular and distinct RSS values caused by the fol-
lowing limitation of Wi-Fi indoor localization environment:

A. Accuracy of Localization

RSSs of a Wi-Fi network are actual signal strengths measured
at receiver’s device in decibel-milliWatts (dBm) or milliWatts
(mW). RSS based techniques for indoor localization, such as
Wi-Fi and bluetooth low energy (BLE) device are easy to deploy
and cost efficient. Their signal strengths can be affected by the
external forces such as reflection, refraction, diffraction, inter-
ference etc. due to the inherent nature of signals and from physi-
cal obstructions. The reference node in the wireless environment
will receive different phase delayed and attenuated versions of
the same signal. Almost all the techniques used for localization
such as time difference of arrival (TDoA), time of flight (ToF),
angle of arrival (AOA), including RSS depends upon these sig-
nals from the user’s device or a reference node. A phase delayed
and attenuated signal affected by reflection, refraction, diffrac-
tion, interference etc. causes irregularity in the RSS at reference
node. This irregularity of RSS values affects the accuracy of
localization and positioning in indoor environment.
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B. Radio Environment

Wi-Fi based indoor networks use radio signals for communi-
cation. Radio signals are greatly affected by the physical obsta-
cles such as walls, roof, doors and even from the human beings.
Electric and magnetic field created by other electronic devices
that are being used in indoor environment also effect radio sig-
nals. Radio signal strengths received at reference node also de-
pend upon the location of node. These discussed factors about
radio environment should essentially be taken into account for
an accurate localization in indoor environment.

C. Bad Positioning

Bad positioning is actually incorrect position or location in
indoor environment. For example, a smart device’s user is try-
ing to reach in the admin office of a department that is located
on the second floor of a large building. A good indoor location
system will show him exact position but a bad location system
may show his location on first floor, third floor or may be an
unexpected location. Hence, it’s good to say that without posi-
tioning is better than bad positioning. Bad positioning in Wi-Fi
indoor localization system can also be due to the irregular and
anomalous RSSs caused by the external effects and physical ob-
structions of indoor environment.

Therefore, this research presents an outlier detection tech-
nique "iF_Ensemble" for Wi-Fi based indoor localization en-
vironment using the combination of supervised, unsupervised
and ensemble leaning methods. To detect the outliers in the
data of RSSs this research proposed to use unsupervised learn-
ing method such as isolation forest (iForest) to initially classify
the data into two classes as normal and abnormal. After that
machine learning classifiers support vector machine (SVM), K-
nearest neighbor (KNN), random forest (RF) and Elliptic en-
velop has been applied separately on the data. However, their
results were not satisfactory. Therefore, stacking an ensemble
learning method has been proposed for the improved separation
of outlier and normal RSSs.

The rest of the paper is organizing as follows. Section II ad-
dresses related work of outlier detection. Section III describes
material and method used for outlier detection. Section IV de-
scribes the results and discussion. Finally, Section V concludes
this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Data analysts have always been concerned with the detection
and correction of outliers of data because of security threats and
unusual events. Outlier detection is an imperative area in studies
and research of data mining and have various applications such
as weather prediction, fraud discovery and interruption detection
for a networks [6]. Detection of outlier has long been a field of
study and research. An outlier detection technique called local-
ization anomaly detection (LAD) was proposed in [7]. Their
outlier detection scheme tries to detect the outliers and perform
negotiation resilient localization without eliminating the anoma-
lous node from the network. An anomaly detection technique to
deal with the anomalous sensor’s data has been presented in [8].
Authors discussed that low cost RSSs are mostly used for local-
ization indoor environment but these RSSs are greatly affected

by the environment changes. They presented their technique for
outlier detection purpose to deal with anomalous RSS data in
indoor localization so that they can obtain reliable measures of
RSS data for localization purpose.

An algorithm based on robust RSS for a secure localization
has been presented in [9]. The proposed algorithm uses robust
localization and time synchronization primitive, which correctly
joined and allows attack’s detection in the localization within
an accurate attacker’s model. A technique for outlier detection
measurements that depends upon graph rigidity has been pro-
posed in [10]. In the proposed approach authors examine that
how much knowledge is required for the identification of out-
lier measurements. They propose the idea of confirmable edges
by using the rigidity theory, and also develop the terms for an
edge to be confirmable. A range based algorithm for outlier de-
tection called localization density based outlier detection (LD-
BOD) has been proposed that deals with the premise of density
based anomaly detection strategies from the field of data min-
ing [1]. To select a paramount candidate point, density based
outlier detection uses the distance to K-nearest neighbor that is
an average used for the estimation of location of unidentified
node.

An Outlier detection approach using Bayesian belief net-
works (BBNs) for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has been
proposed in [11]. In their proposed approach authors discussed
that in the user’s perspectives; data consistency is an imperative
problem in the context of WSNs steamed data. The consistency
of data is affected by the severe condition of environment, in-
terference in radio signals and bad quality sensor’s usage. So,
the data produced by the sensors can be incorrect and inconsis-
tent that is main cause of missing values and outliers in the data.
A clustering based outlier detection algorithm for WSNs called
outlier detection based on clustering (ODC) has been presented
in [12]. According to authors their proposed algorithm (ODC)
will catches hidden outliers by the detection of labels of cluster
in the slots of time.

An anomaly detection approach using improved iForest has
been proposed in [13]. The proposed approach used simulated
annealing method for the optimization of iForest. This simu-
lated annealing method improved the speculation ability of iFor-
est, eliminates terminated isolation tree (iTree) to minimize the
computational issues. It improved speed of detection, stability
and enhanced the performance of data outlier detection. An IoT
architecture for the detection of outliers in the dataset of a forest
environment has been proposed in [14] by applying four models
of statistics such as gradient boosting machine (GBM), RF, clas-
sification and regression trees (CARD) and linear discriminant
analysis (LDA).

An effective multi-dimensional process for user behavior
anomaly detection (UBAD) has been developed using test of
multi-dimensional statistics for anomaly detection [15]. They
discussed that user behavior outlier detection is an imperative
phase of user behavior analysis that can be used for the detec-
tion of events of an anomalous user from network traffic data
and event. A methodology for the detection of abnormal actions
of devices by examining their data of events has been proposed
in [5]. Authors discussed that devices are associated with the in-
ternet and they are sending their log information to the server.
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They mainly focus on the analysis of this data for automatically
detecting infrequent patterns. They apply three steps i.e., feature
or attribute generation, attribute aggregation and data analysis to
process the log data.

According to best of our knowledge, in all above discussed
previous studies of outlier detection in indoor localization and
Internet of Things, machine learning methods have not been
used along with ensemble learning as proposed in our research.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. The Data Set

The test dataset that has been used in the proposed
iF_Ensemble technique for anomaly detection purpose has been
taken from openly available database repository provided by the
University of California, Irvine (UCI)1. The dataset was col-
lected by observing signal strengths of seven Wi-Fi routers using
smartphone and saved in a text file to perform experimentation
of indoor localization. The dataset contains 2000 entries (rows)
with eight features (columns). Seven columns of the dataset con-
tain the values of RSSs of seven Wi-Fi routers. The eighth col-
umn is class label as 1 to 4 that corresponds to different loca-
tions of an office such as conference room, kitchen or the indoor
sports room etc.

B. Methods Used for Outlier Detection and Indoor User’s Lo-
calization

Techniques used in the proposed approach include following
machine learning methods.

1) Data Preprocessing

Raw data is mostly incomplete, inconsistent and may not be
in a suitable format to perform an action. Data preprocessing is
performed to clean, transform or normalize this data to bring it
in the required and useful format.

In data preprocessing, data has been shifted from text file to
.csv because .csv file provide well representation of data in the
shape of rows and columns. In the .csv file headings for seven
columns containing RSS values was given as rss1 to rss7 and
for heading of class label ‘y’ has been used, so that it can be
easily used for coming stages. After that .csv file was imported
in a python program using python libraries such as pandas and
required columns containing the values of RSS has been se-
lected using columns function. At the end transformation of data
into two dimensions (2d) has been made using decomposition
library, principal component analysis (PCA) and its transform
function in python.

2) Supervised Learning

Supervised learning is training of machine using some data
that has already been labeled correctly. In this learning style
corresponding proper outputs are provided along with the in-
stances [16]. Some of the important supervised learning tech-
niques that are proposed for outlier detection purpose in this re-
search are:

1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wireless+
Indoor+Localization

• SVM with the parameter setup as kernal=‘rbf’ and
gamma = 0.0001. GridSearach() has also been used for
the optimization of the parameters but the above given pa-
rameter setup is best for the underlying dataset.

• RF with parameter as random_state = 0, n_estimators =
100 and maxdepth = 2.

• K-nearest neighbors with n_neighbors = 5.

3) Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised Learning is the training of a machine using in-
formation that is neither labeled nor classified. In this learn-
ing style corresponding proper outputs are not provided along
with the instances [16]. As in unsupervised learning there is
no need of human expert to manually label the data so it is
extensively appropriate than supervised learning. Unsupervised
learning method used in this research includes iForest with the
parameter setup such as n_esstimators = 5 and contamina-
tion=‘auto’. Local outlier factor (LOF) also has been used to
compare with proposed iForest with n_neighbors = 5.

4) Ensemble Learning

Ensemble learning is a machine learning technique used to
combine multiple week learners into one but more effective
model to get the better results [17]. It is a technique that uses
multiple machine learning models instead of single model to
solve a particular problem. The three terms used to describe the
ensemble learning are Bagging, Boosting and Stacking. In this
research we prefer to use stacking that is used for combining dif-
ferent classifiers to improve their predictive force. It is used to
combine and learn numerous different weak learners by training
a meta-model for the final predictions results. This meta-model
based on the predictions results of weak learner models for the
final output.

C. Evaluation Methods

For the evaluation and accuracy checking of outlier detection
methods as well as classification methods of the proposed ap-
proach, following method has been used:

1) Confusion Matrix

Confusion matrix is used to measure the performance of clas-
sifier in machine learning on a test set of data that’s true values
are already known. The proposed approach of outlier detection
has been implemented in python programming and python pro-
gramming provide a library named metrics and the classes in
it confusion_matrix() and classification_report(). These
python classes take the actual class labels of the underlying
problem and the predicted result of classifier as an input and re-
turns in a form of matrix. Results of confusion matrix are used
to calculate other performance metrics such as accuracy, recall,
precision, F-score and specificity.

2) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve

ROC curve is a graph that is used for the evaluation of classi-
fier’s performance in machine learning. Its plots the true positive
rate (TPR) on y-axis verses false positive rate (FPR) on x-axis at
different classification thresholds. It is a probabilistic curve and
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specifies an area under curve (AUC) that represents the degree
of separability. ROC (AUC) is mostly used when classes of the
underlying problem are balanced.

3) Precision-Recall curve

A Precision-Recall curve is a graph used for the evaluation
of classifier’s performance in machine learning using precision
and recall scores. Precision is also known as Positive Predictive
values while Recall is also known as sensitivity or TPR. In the
plot of Precision-Recall, Recall or TPR is placed on x-axis while
precision is placed on y-axis. It is mostly used when classes of
underlying data are unbalanced.

IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS

The proposed approach of outlier detection iF_Ensemble has
been implemented in Python programming language using tools
Jet Brains PyCharm and Jupyter notebook. Python is most fa-
mous programming language that is used in the field of data sci-
ence because it provides numerous libraries, built in classes and
function for data processing and visualization. Following steps
have been performed in iF_Ensemble using python program for
detection of outliers from the RSS data of indoor localization
environment.
• Input data is taken as a .csv file.
• To check the localization accuracy, user’s localization is per-

formed using classification methods KNN, SVM and Naïve
Bayes according to the class labels (1 to 4) used for local-
ization.

• Data preprocessing is performed to select the required fea-
tures for outlier detection. These features are seven columns
containing RSSs values.

• iForest an unsupervised machine learning method is then ap-
plied on the selected features.

• Data is classified as normal with class label 1 and abnormal
with class label −1 as predicted by the iForest.

• Stacking, an ensemble learning technique that is used to im-
prove the performance of classifiers is then applied. SVM,
KNN and RF have been used as base learner and RF as meta
learner for stacking.

• Elimination of the data observation predicted by stacking as
outliers is performed.

• To check the improvement in localization accuracy after ap-
plying the outlier detection technique, user’s localization
is performed using classification methods KNN, SVM and
Naïve Bayes.

Semantic diagram of proposed outlier detection scheme is
shown in the Fig. 1.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section calculation of results and evaluation of
the proposed approach has been made using the test dataset
that was collected in indoor environment. A python code
was implemented for this purpose and it was executed ten
(10) times/iterations. For each iteration; precision, recall,
F1-score and accuracy was computed from the results of

Input data 
(.csv)

To check the indoor user’s
 localization accuracyClassification

Data preprocessing

Apply isolation forest

Classify data

Use stacking (SVM, 
KNN, RF)

Feature selection for 
outlier detection purpose

As Normal & abnormal  
(as predicted by iForest)

Classification
To check the indoor 
user’s localization 

accuracy (improved)

O
utlier detection (proposed approach)

Fig. 1. Semantic diagram of proposed outlier detection approach iF_Ensemble.

Table 1. Results of user’s localization before applying the outlier detection
approach.

Model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
SVM 96.41% 96.33% 96.25% 96.4%
KNN 96.45% 96.22% 96.22% 96.6%

Naïve Bayes 94.24% 94.16% 94.14% 94.2%

Table 2. Results of unsupervised learning methods.

Model Accuracy
iForest 90.75%
Local outlier factor 88.45%

confusion_matrix() and classification_report(). Final re-
sults are computed using average of all ten values.

A. Indoor User’s Localization Accuracies before Applying the
Proposed Outlier Detection Approach

Classification methods KNN [18], SVM [19] and Naïve
Bayes [20] are performed on the indoor dataset to observe the
localization accuracy in Wi-Fi connected indoor environment.
The results of this step were later used to measure the difference
in localization accuracy obtained after applying the proposed ap-
proach of outlier detection. Table 1 shows the accuracy results
of user’s localization in Wi-Fi indoor localization environment
before applying the proposed outlier detection approach.

B. Results of Proposed Outlier Detection Technique: iF_Ensemble

In iF_Ensemble, initially seven columns containing RSS val-
ues of Wi-Fi routers has been selected. As in case of raw data
there was no clue that which portion of data is normal and which
is abnormal (outliers). Therefore, iForest and LOF, two unsuper-
vised learning methods, were applied on the selected features.
As it is evident from Table 2 that accuracy of iForest is better
than LOF thus we proposed to use iForest for separating normal
data from abnormal in our proposed outlier detection technique.

In iForest result is predicted in the form of 1, −1 where 1
represents normal and −1 was used for abnormal data. Under-
lying dataset was assigned to a dataFrame in python program
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of normal and abnormal classified data using iForest.

Table 3. Results of outlier detection.

Model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
SVM 96.18% 94.57% 95.64% 96%

Elliptic envelope 93% 91.93% 92.32% 92%
RF 94.79% 94.57% 93.73% 94.6%

KNN 96.89% 96.86% 96.85% 96.71%
Stacking 97.62% 97.67% 97.62% 97.8%

and labels 1 and −1 (predictions of iForest) were concatenated
with the dataFrame against each entry (row) as eighth column.
This eighth column is used as class label so that we can apply
the classification methods for outlier detection. The results of
iForest have been visualized in Fig. 2 using a two dimensional
scatter plot of normal and outlier data.

To increase the accuracy level of proposed outlier detection
method stacking is used. The main reason for using stacking is
to enhance the accuracy of abnormal data identification with the
help of classification methods.

Stacking uses base learner for initial predications and then a
meta learner for final predication. Therefore, in this step of pro-
posed approach KNN, SVM and RF has been used as base learn-
ers for stacking, while RF has been used as meta learner for the
final predication to achieve the better results of outlier detection.
These machine learning classifiers such as SVM, KNN, RF in-
cluding elliptic envelope has also been applied separately (one
by one) on the dataset to compare their results with proposed
stacking.

All used models including stacking has been trained with 80
percent of the data observations and then whole dataset was
tested using trained models instead of 20 percent of the remain-
ing test data because our task was to differentiate outlier and
normal data from the whole dataset. It is evident from Table 3
that stacking method showed highest accuracy of 97.8%.

Fig. 3 shows the accuracy of the algorithms used for outlier
detection. Stacking algorithm achieves highest accuracy among
all other algorithms.

We did not only evaluate the results of outlier detection using
metrics such as precision, recall, F1-score and accuracy but also
evaluates the results by plotting Receiver Operating Character-
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Fig. 3. Comparison of algorithms used for outlier detection.
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Fig. 4. ROC-AUC curve of outlier detection using SVM, ELPEN, RF and
Stacking technique.

istic curve that is shown in the Fig. 4. The ROC graph shows
the ROC curves and AUC of four different algorithms applied
on the dataset that was classified as normal and abnormal by
iForest. ROC curve shows the measurement of sensitivity con-
sidering ROC curve by plotting a function with (1-specificity)
and the point on ROC expresses as sensitivity/specificity pairs
those are comparing with a threshold [21]. The AUC and results
will be better and high when a ROC curve passes from (0, 1)
coordinate or ROC curve passes from near the upper left corner.

ROC graph plotted in the Fig. 4 shows 95 percent AUC for of
elliptic envelope and 96 percent for both SVM and RF. It also
shows ROC-AUC of proposed approach that is stacking with
almost 99 percent AUC that is better than others.

The results of outlier detection have also been evaluated us-
ing precision-recall curve. Precision-recall curve is plotted in
the Fig. 5 that includes the precision-recall curves of SVM, el-
liptic envelope and RF. It also shows precision-recall curve of
proposed approach that is stacking. Precision-recall curve also
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Fig. 5. Precision-recall curve of outlier detection using SVM, ELPEN, RF, and
stacking technique.
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Fig. 6. Scatter plot of normal and abnormal classified data using iF_Ensemble,
the proposed stacking based outlier detection approach.

indicates the better results of stacking.
After separating the normal and outlier data in the proposed

approach outlier and normal data has been transformed into two
dimension using PCA and transform related functions in python.
Then these transformed values have been plotted in a scatter plot
to visualize the result of proposed outlier detection approach as
shown in Fig. 6. Figure shows that normal data points that were
declared abnormal by iForest (Fig. 2) have been correctly iden-
tified as normal by applying stacking. Thus the proposed ap-
proach "iF_Ensemble" detects outliers more efficiently.

C. Indoor User’s Localization Accuracies after Applying the
Proposed Outlier Detection Approach iF_Ensemble

After applying the iF_Ensemble approach, outlier observa-
tion has been eliminated by skipping the observation contain-
ing class label −1 so there exist only the normal, accurate and
anomaly free data for Wi-Fi indoor user’s localization. Then

Table 4. Results of user’s localization after applying the outlier detection
approach.

Model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
SVM 98% 98% 98% 98.30%
KNN 98.25% 98.18% 98.20% 98.50%

Naïve Bayes 98% 98% 98% 98%

Table 5. Accuracy comparison of user’s indoor localization.

Model Before After
SVM 96.4% 98.4%
KNN 96.6% 98.3%
Naïve Bayes 94.2% 98.2%

Table 6. Comparative results based on detection rate/recall.

Model Detection rate/recall
SVM 93%
Neural network 92%
Naïve Bayes 88%
Decision tree 87%
iF_Ensemble(Proposed) 97.67%

classifiers that were previously used for user’s localization in in-
door environment, i.e., SVM, KNN, and Naïve Bayes have been
used. Table 4 shows the results of user’s indoor localization
after appling outlier detection approach. Comparison of accu-
racies of indoor user’s localization using classification methods
such as SVM, KNN and Naïve Bayes before and after applying
the proposed outlier detection approach is shown in the Table 5.
It clearly indicates that accuracy of indoor localization improved
after applying the proposed iF_Ensemble approach.

D. Comparative Analysis

To confirm the accuracy and performance of the iF_Ensemble
it has been compared with the results of classification based
methods for outlier detection in [22]. In which authors pro-
vides a complete and structured overview of classification based
outlier detection techniques used in Wireless Sensor Networks.
Comparative results based on detection rate (DR) or recall of the
proposed approach and other classification based algorithms are
shown in Table 6 where better results of our proposed approach
can be observed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In indoor localization and IoT location information plays im-
perative role for accurate localization. But the RSSs value in
Wi-Fi indoor environment are affected by the limitation of ra-
dio signals that causes irregularity in RSSs. These irregular
and anomalous signals could not correctly identify a node in
a local network. Therefore, this research has developed an out-
lier detection technique named as "iF_Ensemble" for a Wi-Fi
indoor localization environment by analyzing RSSs using ma-
chine learning methods. The results evaluation of proposed ap-
proach using precision, recall, F-score and accuracy showed
better results with 97.62 percent of precision, recall, and F-
score and with 97.8 percent accuracy. The AUC of ROC and
precision-recall curves plotted for the evaluation also confirm
the better results of the proposed approach with almost 99 per-
cent of AUC. In this research the accuracy results of user’s in-
door localization has also been calculated before and after out-
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lier detection and elimination of outlier. It is observed that in-
door user’s localization accuracy improved by 2 percent. So, it is
concluded that this can be useful and reliable approach for out-
lier detection in indoor localization and IoT. As general, there
are little techniques for outlier detection in localization environ-
ments and wireless sensor networks. The applicability of arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) techniques for outlier detection in local-
ization and WSNs can be investigated in the future.
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